
ABHAY  KUMAR 
Backend Developer

Professional Summary

Projects

A highly motivated Backend Developer with expertise in
Java, Spring Boot, Hibernate, RESTful services, Python, Flask
and databases. Excels in building projects individually and
as part of a team. Committed to delivering reliable
backend solutions while staying current with emerging
technologies and industry trends.

Education

Contact Me

abhaykumarv00@gmail.com

Sultanpur, Uttar Pradesh

+91 7233053062

Abhay-Kumar

Abhay-Kumar

Abhay-Kumar

Full Stack Web Development
(Full Time)
Masai School, Bengaluru
Aug 2022 - June 2023

Bachelor of Arts
University of Allahabad
Jul 2019 - Jul 2022

Technical Skills

Java | Spring Boot
Python | Flask | Generative AI
JPA | Hibernate | JDBC
MySQL | MongoDB 
HTML | CSS | JavaScript
Data Structure & Algorithms

Soft Skills

Team Work
Remote Collaboration
Problem-Solving
Adaptability

Safar   |
Safar is a web-based Java application. It is mainly
designed to simplify the booking process for bus travel.

Authentication on the User & Admin side
Perform CRUD Operations on the admin side to
manage bus routes, reservations, and user feedback
Seat booking and payment functionalities

Features :

Areas of responsibility :
User, admin registration and authentication.
Implemented admin functionalities for CRUD
operations for users and activity management.
Created front-end payment features with OTP
verification and CRUD operations for routes and users.

Tech Stack :  Java | Spring boot | MySQL  | HTML | CSS | JS 
A collaborative project built by a team of 5 members.

Tech Stack :  Python | Flask | React | MangoDB
An individual project built in 5 days.

Project-Prism    |
Project Prism is a user-friendly Portfolio Management
Application. It helps the manager to manage projects,
tasks and resources.
Features :

Admin authentication for security.
CRUD operation for projects, tasks and resources.
Assign project to managers and tracking project details.

Java (Basic) > HackerRank
SQL (Basic) > HackerRank
Prompt Engineer > Masai  School

Work Experience
Nolan Edutech
SDE Intern  |  Nov 2023 - Apr 2024

Developed backend features for an event management
system to facilitate seamless organization and
participant engagement.
Contributed to backend development of a fitness mobile
app, ensuring robust functionality and performance.
Conducted code reviews and collaborated with front-end
developers to ensure seamless integration.
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